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Announcements

● A1 is due at 11:59pm this Friday
○ For details on how to tag and submit your assignment, see Leo’s tutorial video linked in 

last night’s Ed announcement

● We’ll be holding extra office hours this week
○ See the office hour schedule google doc from the Ed announcement, also linked on the 

course website under “Announcements”

● Quiz 2 will be released on Canvas on Wednesday (1/25)
○ Available Wednesday 2:20pm through Thursday 2:20pm

○ 5 questions, 10 minutes
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ze_-ysWevgOXQJ1h4Vosjv1UrgavKu2vpkS55hDSEMU/edit?usp=sharing


● Probabilistic

Logistic regression
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● Rule-based 

● Generative models ● Discriminative models

● Linear models
○ Multinomial logistic regression 

(aka MaxEnt)

● Non-linear models
○ Multilayer perceptron

● Supervised text classification

● Naïve Bayes



Remaining loose ends for 
(multinomial) logistic 
regression
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Regularization

A solution for overfitting

Add a regularization term R(θ) to the loss function (for now written as maximizing logprob 
rather than minimizing loss)

Idea: choose an R(θ) that penalizes large weights

● fitting the data well with lots of big weights not as good as fitting the data a little less 
well, with small weights
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L2 regularization (ridge regression)

The sum of the squares of the weights

L2 regularized objective function:
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L1 regularization (aka “lasso regression”)

The sum of the (absolute value of the) weights

L1 regularized objective function:
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L1 regularization prefers sparse solutions. Why?
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From Elements of Statistical Learning by Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (Fig. 3.11)



Explaining those contour plots a bit more
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Hyperparameters

Hyperparameters:

● Briefly, a special kind of parameter for an ML model

● Instead of being learned by algorithm from supervision (like regular parameters), 

they are chosen by algorithm designer.

The coefficient multiplied by a regularization term is an example of a hyperparameter.

The learning rate η is another hyperparameter. 

● too high: the learner will take big steps and overshoot

● too low: the learner will take too long 
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Choosing hyperparameters

Figure by Elyse Lee
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https://medium.com/@cjl2fv/an-intro-to-hyper-parameter-optimization-using-grid-search-and-random-search-d73b9834ca0a


Components of a probabilistic machine learning classifier

Given m input/output pairs (x(i), y(i)):

1. A feature representation for the input. For each input observation x(i), a vector of 
features [x1, x2, …, xn]. Feature j for input  x(i) is xj, more completely x1

(i), or 
sometimes fj(x).

2. A classification function that computes ŷ the estimated class, via p(y|x), like the 
sigmoid or softmax functions

3. An objective function for learning, like cross-entropy loss

4. An algorithm for optimizing the objective function: stochastic gradient descent
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The perceptron
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● Probabilistic

Text classification models that we cover
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● Rule-based 

● Generative models ● Discriminative models

● Linear models
○ Multinomial logistic regression 

(aka MaxEnt)

● Non-linear models
○ Multilayer perceptron

● Supervised text classification

● Naïve Bayes



● Probabilistic

Text classification models that we cover
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● Rule-based 

● Generative models ● Discriminative models

● Linear models
○ Multinomial logistic regression 

(aka MaxEnt)

● Non-linear models
○ Multilayer perceptron

● Supervised text classification

● Naïve Bayes

NOT the (vanilla) perceptron, 
though!



The perceptron

Developed with funding by the US Office of Naval 

Research in 1958

At the time, New York Times reported it to be "the 

embryo of an electronic computer that [the Navy] 

expects will be able to walk, talk, see, write, reproduce 

itself and be conscious of its existence." (from “A Sociological 

Study of the Official History of the Perceptrons Controversy”)
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/030631296026003005
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/030631296026003005


So what is this impressive perceptron?
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… isn’t that exactly the same as binary logistic 
regression?
Well… yes and no!

If you’re just doing classification? Yes.

If you’re learning the model? No.

Here’s our update rule for the perceptron:
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Comparing perceptron updates to binary LR updates

Binary LR update:
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Perceptron update:



The perceptron uses the “hinge loss”
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● Probabilistic

Thinking back to our text classification tree
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● Rule-based 

● Generative models ● Discriminative models

● Linear models
○ Multinomial logistic regression 

(aka MaxEnt)

● Non-linear models
○ Multilayer perceptron

● Supervised text classification

● Naïve Bayes

So where does the vanilla perceptron fit in?



So our tree’s not really a tree?

Afraid not.

● Unsupervised, supervised, semi-supervised, weakly supervised all have associated 
research into probabilistic models
○ And rule-based doesn’t actually care about these distinctions

● Some discriminative or generative models (usually discriminative, though) aren’t 
actually probabilistic
○ Perceptron
○ Support Vector Machine (SVM)

(unless you apply Platt scaling [fits a LR model to the outputs] or something)

● It is true that a model will either be linear or nonlinear, though (thank goodness)
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So what’s this multilayer 
perceptron, then?
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● Probabilistic

Logistic regression
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● Rule-based 

● Generative models ● Discriminative models

● Linear models
○ Multinomial logistic regression 

(aka MaxEnt)

● Non-linear models
○ Multilayer perceptron

● Supervised text classification

● Naïve Bayes



Why might we want a nonlinear classification model?

Simple motivating example: the XOR problem.
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“Multilayer perceptron” is a bit of a misnomer

Perceptrons are linear, and this, well, is not.

A feedforward neural network where each layer includes a nonlinearity.
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Figure by Khursiah Zainal Mokhtar and Junita Mohamad-SalehContains an elementwise nonlinearity



Circling back to generative vs. 
discriminative models
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Generative and discriminative models
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Generative model

● Build a model of what's in a cat image
○ Knows about whiskers, ears, eyes

○ Assigns a probability to any image:

○ how cat-y is this image?

● Also build a model for dog images

Now given a new image: 

Run both models and see which one fits better
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Discriminative model

Just try to distinguish dogs from cats

Oh look, dogs have collars! Let's ignore everything else
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Generative and discriminative models

● Generative model: a model that calculates the probability of the input data itself

● Discriminative model: a model that calculates the probability of a latent trait given 
the data
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P(X, Y)
joint

P(Y | X)
conditional



Next class: 

● Language modeling!
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